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Materials: This is a closed-book exam. The usage of electronic devices is not allowed.

Grading: The grade scale is as follows, when your exam mark is x out of 100 exam points:

Swedish Grade ECTS Grade Condition
5 A 90 ≤ x ≤ 100
5 B 80 ≤ x ≤ 89
4 C 65 ≤ x ≤ 79
3 D 58 ≤ x ≤ 64
3 E 50 ≤ x ≤ 57
U FX 40 ≤ x ≤ 49
U F 0 ≤ x ≤ 39

Help: Normally, an instructor will attend this exam from 16:00 to 17:00.

Answers: Your answers must be written in English. Provide only the requested information
and nothing else. Unreadable, unintelligible, and irrelevant answers will not be considered.
Be concise and write each answer immediately behind its question and do not attach any
extra solution or draft pages: if your answer does not fit into the provided space, then it is
unnecessarily long and maybe you should re-read the question. Always show all the details of
your reasoning, and make explicit all your assumptions. This question set is double-sided.

Question Max Points Your Mark
1 24
2 12
3 14
4 12
5 12
6 16
7 10

Total 100
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Question 1: General Knowledge (24 points)

Write T (for true) or F (for false) or nothing to the right of each sub-question identifier, and
justify each answer within the allotted space, possibly via a well-chosen counter-example
(only the justifications are graded):

A. Asymptotics: Is o(n3) an asymptotic bound on 3 · n2 + 5 · n + 4? (2 points)

B. Dominance: Are both n
√

5 and n2 · lg n polynomially larger than n2? (2 points)

C. Complexity: Alva claims she can solve the holographic quantum-leap problem
for n elements (which is a problem long known to take Θ(n4 ·

√
n) time at best) with an

algorithm that takes O(n5 · log n) time at worst. Can Alva be right? (2 points)

D. Algorithm Design: The problem properties needed for a “good” dynamic pro-
gram are exactly the same as those needed for a “good” greedy algorithm. (2 points)

E. Depth-First Search on binary trees makes a pre-order traversal. (2 points)

F. Dijkstra’s Shortest-Paths Algorithm can be made to work correctly if there
are negative-cost cycles: if −` (< 0) is the lowest weight, then first add ` to all weights and
then subtract e · ` from the weight of every computed shortest path of e edges. (2 points)



G. Dijkstra’s Shortest-Paths Algorithm computes a spanning tree if the given
digraph has exactly one strongly connected component. (2 points)

H. Disjoint Sets: Ali claims he can implement disjoint sets over n elements so that
a sequence of m Find and Union operations runs in O(m · log

√
n) time at worst, for all

n ≤ 1000, using a new data structure found in the Wikipedia. Can Ali be right? (2 points)

I. Cutting da Crap? Dan Brown, author of The Da Vinci Code, writes in Chap-
ters 4 and 5 of his book Digital Fortress that 64-bit keys decrypting encrypted texts are
routinely found by brute-force guessing in about ten minutes on the fictitious TRANSLTR
computer, which has three million CPUs working in parallel, and that a particular million-
bit key was found in three hours. Using a recurrence relation and closing it, answer the
following question: Is the average guessing time for million-bit keys three hours? (7 points)

Identify any irrelevant technical facts in question I, and justify your answer: (1 point)



Question 2: Algorithm Analysis (12 points)

Consider the following function, which takes an integer argument n = 2m for some m > 0:

Mystery(n)
1 if n = 2
2 then return 3
3 else b← 3 ·Mystery(n÷ 2)
4 return b · b · b

Answer the following sub-questions:

A. Construct a recurrence (not for the time taken but) for the total number MD(n) of
integer multiplications and integer divisions made when computing Mystery(n). First
make explicit the numbers for the divide, conquer, and combine parts of the underlying
divide-and-conquer algorithm, and then only simplify the recurrence. (3 points)

B. Compute a tight asymptotic bound Θ(. . . ) on MD(n). Use the Master Theorem, if it is
applicable; otherwise, first state why the Master Theorem is not applicable and then use
any other relevant method or theorem. (7 points)

C. Briefly outline how your answers to sub-questions A and B change when the expression
3 ·Mystery(n ÷ 2) in the pseudo-code above is replaced by the equivalent expression
Mystery(n÷ 2) + Mystery(n÷ 2) + Mystery(n÷ 2). (2 points)



Question 3: Dynamic Programming (14 points)

The word SATURDAY can be transformed into the word SUNDAY by copying the S, deleting the A
and the T, copying the U, replacing the R by an N, and finally copying the D, the A, and the Y.
Conversely, the word SUNDAY can be transformed into the word SATURDAY by copying the S,
inserting the A and the T, copying the U, replacing the N by an R, and finally copying the D,
the A, and the Y. In both transformations, the number of insert, delete, and replace (but not
copy) operations is 3, and there are no shorter transformations: we say that the edit distance
between those words is 3. Computing the edit distance as well as the corresponding sequence of
insert, delete, replace, and copy operations between two strings has many important applications
in text processing, molecular biology, etc.

Given two strings x[1..m] and y[1..n] of possibly different lengths m and n, let d[i, j] be the edit
distance from x[1..i] to y[1..j], with 0 ≤ i ≤ m and 0 ≤ j ≤ n. Perform the following tasks:

A. Justify why dynamic programming is applicable to the problem of computing the edit
distance from string x[1..m] to string y[1..n]. (2 points)

B. For x = AD2 and y = PANDA, compute the matrix D below, whose element dij denotes
d[i, j]. (We will not check whether you correctly continued from any error.) (4 points)

D =



d00 = d01 = d02 = d03 = d04 = d05 =

d10 = d11 = d12 = d13 = d14 = d15 =

d20 = d21 = d22 = d23 = d24 = d25 =

d30 = d31 = d32 = d33 = d34 = d35 =


C. Complete the following recurrence: (6 points)

d[i, j] =



if i = and j =

if < i ≤ and j =

if i = and < j ≤

min


d[ , ] + (if x[i] = y[j] then else ),

d[ , ] + ,

d[ , ] +

 if < i ≤
and < j ≤

D. Justify an ordering (specified in English) that can be used to compute D without any
redundant computation, and indicate an asymptotic bound on the running time of an
algorithm computing D in the chosen ordering. (2 points)



Question 4: Elementary Graph Algorithms (12 points)

Alfons needs to be careful when getting dressed in the mornings. Each edge from vertex u to
vertex v in the acyclic digraph below means that clothing u must be put on before clothing v:

Assume the vertex set is sorted by increasing order on the vertex names. Assume each ad-
jacency list is sorted by decreasing order on the vertex names. Answer the following sub-
questions (where we will not check whether you correctly continued from any error):

A. Fill into the empty bubbles above the topological sort (computed under the ordering
assumptions above, using the DFS-based algorithm) of the vertices, so that the left-to-
right order describes a chronological order in which Alfons may properly put on his clothes.
(5 points)

B. Give in the following table the representation of the depth-first forest (computed under
the ordering assumptions above) of the given digraph: (3 points)

und.s tie socks shoes shirt pants jacket belt
parent (π):

C. Give in the following table the representation of the breadth-first tree (computed un-
der the ordering assumptions above) of the given digraph when starting from the shirt:
(2 points)

und.s tie socks shoes shirt pants jacket belt
parent (π):

D. Give the strongly connected components of the given digraph, in the chronological order
of their discovery (computed under the ordering assumptions above). (2 points)



Question 5: Greedy Graph Algorithms (12 points)

Consider the following connected weighted undirected graph:
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Recall that Prim’s minimum-spanning-tree algorithm takes Θ(V )·TExtract-Min+Θ(E)·TDecrease-Key

time on a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. Answer the following sub-questions:

A. Perform Prim’s algorithm for the digraph above from source vertex s by filling in the
relevant rows of the table below. When dequeueing, break ties by choosing the vertex
that has had the minimum key for the longest time. (We will only grade the values
of the parent π[i] and key key [i] variables of each node i after the first, third, and last
iterations. We will not check whether you correctly continued from any error.) (5 points)

s t u v w
key π key π key π key π key π

initialisation
iteration 1
iteration 2
iteration 3
iteration 4
iteration 5
iteration 6

. . .

B. Under what condition on (V,E) should we implement the min-priority queue of Prim’s al-
gorithm using an array (indexed by the vertices) rather than a heap (with logarithmic-time
implementations of both the Extract-Min and Decrease-Key operations)? (4 points)

C. In what situation do we implement that priority queue using an ordered array? (3 points)



Question 6: Maximum Flow (16 points)

Consider the instance below of the Sudoku puzzle, where the task is to fill the cells of the 9× 9
grid with integer values in the range 1, . . . , 9 under the constraints that inside each row, each
column, and each highlighted 3× 3 block we have that any two cells take different values:

6 1 4 5

8 3 5 6

2 1

8 4 7 6

6 3

7 9 1 4

5 u v 2

7 2 6 9 w x

4 5 8 y 7 z

Perform the following sequence of tasks, continuing each time from your previous result:

A. Upon applying each Sudoku constraint once, what are the sets of possible values of the
unknowns u, v, . . . , z of the bottom-right 3 × 3 block? (We only do this task in order to
make the other tasks more interesting than they would otherwise be.) (3 points)

u ∈ { }, v ∈ { }, w ∈ { }, x ∈ { }, y ∈ { }, z ∈ { }

B. Model (on the next page) as a maximum-flow problem with source s and sink t the task
of finding values for the unknowns u, v, . . . , z that satisfy the unique Sudoko constraint
on the bottom-right 3× 3 block; give the capacity of each arc and the desired value of the
maximum flow. (3 points)

C. Apply the Ford-Fulkerson method to compute values for the unknowns u, v, . . . , z. Al-
ways choose the first shortest augmenting path, assuming all adjacency lists are sorted
according to the following ordering: s ≺ t ≺ · · · ≺ z ≺ 9 ≺ 8 ≺ · · · ≺ 1. Just mark (on
the next page) the resulting flow (in some colour) and indicate below which values the
unknowns take: (3 points)

u = , v = , w = , x = , y = , z =

D. Backtrack (with undoing of choices) in the Ford-Fulkerson computation of Task C until
its first point where there were at least two shortest augmenting paths, and restart from
there under the next choice in order to compute new values for the unknowns u, v, . . . , z.
Just mark (on the next page) the resulting new flow (in another colour) and indicate
below which values the unknowns now take: (4 points)

u = , v = , w = , x = , y = , z =

E. How many distinct maximum flows are there? Why? Which of the possible values of each
unknown (as identified in Task A) do not participate in any maximum flow? (3 points)

u 6∈ { }, v 6∈ { }, w 6∈ { }, x 6∈ { }, y 6∈ { }, z 6∈ { }



Space reserved to your answers to sub-question 6.B to 6.D:

The exam continues on the next page!



Question 7: String Matching (10 points)

Consider the following string of n = 32 characters over the alphabet of all decimal digits:

“56232343567837837843234567654322”

Run the Rabin-Karp algorithm to find the first occurrence, if any, of the pattern “783” in the
string above, doing all calculations modulo q = 20 (never mind that q is not a prime number).
Toward this, just fill in the necessary lines of the following two tables:

Description Identifier Formula Value
Size of the alphabet d
Length of the pattern “783” m
Value of digit “1” in pattern 1xx h
Fingerprint of the pattern “783” p
Fingerprint of the first substring t0

Iteration s Substring p = ts Formula for next fingerprint, if needed Next fingerprint ts+1
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